INTELLIGENCE TESTS
from the following explanatory introduction given in the
Northumberland booklet.1
The sentences below are in a foreign language, and their meanings
are given in English. In each English sentence a word is under-
lined, and you have to underline the word which corresponds to
it in the foreign sentence. You can do this by comparing the
sentences with each other. For example, look at these:
 1.	Kuchh Malai = Some cream,
 2.	Kuchh Puri Leoge = Will you take some cake ?
 3.	Mian Leoge = WiU you take sugar *
By comparing 1 and 2 you see that kuchh must mean some
because it occurs in both sentences. By comparing 2 and 3 yo*a
see that leoge means will you take. Then the only word you do
not know in 2 is puri which must mean cake. Notice that the
foreign words are not always in the same order as the English
words.
The reader would perhaps like to try a harder example
of the same kind of thing; and if so he will find it in the
following test, part of one designed to be given to college
undergraduates:
Crusoe Test Instructions.
The following sentences are written in the language of Man
Friday, and a translation is given of each. The English words are
not usually in the same order as the words in the cannibal tongue,
but by comparing sentences carefully you can tell which word
means which* By this means you can translate the paragraph
which comes at the end* Do so, guessing any words which occur
in the paragraph and not in the sentences*
 1.	Prijal o lago ik gamba foobeet foe.
 2.	Twem ikko tnanen pen inkamt.
 3.	Oran moor f ami ikko tnanen.
4* Ve inkamt twem enab
5  Bon papro ikko tnan trabamt foobeetem.
 6.	Twe inkamt vem pen horl
 7.	Ve f om papro bon ikko contom.
 8.	Prijal pasam ikko kmrot brods.
 9.	Corga f om ikko conto.
10 Ikko tnanen mangam ikko contom pr* ikko kinrotenem*
11.	Oran pnjal o lago foe lega.
12,	Ve stapamt venoa carpom rol ikko kinrotenem.
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